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� Amedeus (ComXchange FIAS)

� Agilysys
�  Choice
� Choice Advantage
� Chorum
� Cloud Beds
� Fosse – Marriot

� FSPMS – Marriott Full Service
� InnQuest/Roommaster
� Infor HMS
� LightSpeed
� Maestro
� Megasys HMS
� Mews (Mews API)

� OnQ
� Opera (ComXchange, ComXchange FIAS)

� Pep (Hilton OnQ replacement)

� Sky Touch
� Springer-Miller
� SynXis
� Visual Matrix

Available Comtrol Lodging Link Integrations

� APS-Above Property
� Agilysis
� AutoClerk
� BookingCenter
� Cenium A/S
� Chorum
� CIMSO-INNkeeper

� Execu/Tech Systems- 
 Execu/Suite PMS
� Fidelity PMS
� Guestline
� Hetello
� Hotelogix PMS
� iHotelligence

� Innfinity
� InnRoad
� IQware
� Maestro
� Megasys
� Novexsys
� RezStream

� RMS
� RoomKeyPMS
� Sabre SynXis
� Skyware
� Stayntouch

ComXchange PBX Interface Types

ComXchange ComXchange FIAS Mews API Mitel

Comtrol is an interface integration company that integrates into lots of different hotel PMS 
systems that ComXchange has also integrated into.

www.clearlyip.com/comtrol-integrations

ClearlyIP's Hospitality Platform, ComXchange, stands out for its seamless compatibility with various Property Management 
Systems (PMS) and providers within the hospitality industry. Its versatile integration capabilities enable it to interface 
effortlessly with multiple PMS systems, enhancing communication and streamlining hotel operations. 

Additionally, ComXchange offers a valuable integration solution with Comtrol, a renowned interface integration company. 
Comtrol's integration expertise further expands the range of PMS systems that ComXchange can efficiently integrate with, 
fostering a comprehensive and interconnected ecosystem for the benefit of hotel management.


